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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes the measurement of the distribution of polarisation mode dispersion
(PMD) along fibre systems. The OmR technique was used to allow single ended
measurements of the distribution within an optical fibre system. Fixed wavelength polarised
OmR was found to give repeatable and sensitive measurements of beat length but proved
unreliable in obtaining estimates of the polarisation coupling length and local PMD
coefficient. Tunable wavelength polarised OTDR with a fixed wavelength type data analysis
was able to provide a reasonable estimate of the accumulation of PMD along an optical fibre

system.
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2. POLARISA TION MODE DISPERSION

2.1 Overview

The solution of the electromagnetic wave equation for single-spatial-mode optical fibre
produces two orthogonal polarised modes. In ideal circularly symmetric optical fibre these
modes are degenerate with identical propagation constants. In real fibres asymmetries in the
core geometry and internal stress removes the degeneracy leading to different propagation
constants for the two modes. The fibre layout and external stresses also destroy the degeneracy
in ideal circularly symmetric optical fibres. In general the fibre becomes birefringent with
different refractive indices for the two polarisation modes.

The asymmetries of the core and any internal and external stress are not generally constant along
the length of the fibre. They vary in strength and direction such that the birefringence varies
randomly along the length of the fibre. This leads to the splitting of the two polarisation modes
into a multple of modes and is considered a high polarisation mode coupled regime. In such a
regime a short depolarised optical input pulse, in the absence of chromatic dispersion, will lead
to an optical output that is a Gaussian pulse with an RMS width equal to the polarisation mode

dispersion (pMD).

The transmission of a polychromatic source through a high polarisation mode coupled fibre
leads to a range of output states and in general a depolarising of the light. Over a limited source
bandwidth there exist two orthogonal input polarisation states which lead to two orthogonal
output states which are independent of the source frequency (to first order). These are known as
the principle states ofpolarisation (PSP)[I]. To first order there is a phase difference between the
states which is proportional to the source frequency (i.e. a time delay between the states
independent of frequency) and this leads to a differential group delay (DGD).

2.2 Definitions

Throughout this report I will work with the Stokes vector description of polarised light and in
particular the three element Stokes vector for fully polarised light. Thus the polarisation state
is described by:

8]

82s= (1)
s" 3"

where the vector is nonnalised such that 1~2 = s; + s; + s; = 1. In general I will use this to

describe the polarisation state of light exiting or after an optical fibre system. The polarised
Stokes vector, s, lies on the surface of the Poincare sphere see Figure 1.

Iv -IH 1+45 -1-45 IR -IL
(2),S2=&S3=.Iv + IH 1+45 + 1-45 IR + IL

Where Iv is the intensity measured through a vertical linear polariser, ~ through a horizontal
linear polariser, 1+45 through a polariser at 45°, ~5 through a linear polariser at -45°, IR
through a right hand circular polariser and IL through a left handed circular polariser.

81 =

The polarisation mode dispersion is described by the vector .Q, such that
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as
dO> =.Q.xs. ~-')

The vector .Q. is a function of length and optical frequency and has a magnitude equal to the
differential group delay (DGD=M) and a direction along the principle state of polarisation
(PSP).
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Figure 1 Poincare Sphere.

Throughout this report I will define the polarisation mode dispersion (PMD=A't) as the root
mean square DGD with the average taken over either wavelength or ensemble of similar
fibres.

~ N

LM;
d't= T (4)

It is possible to expand .Q(ro) around ~ to get the polarisation effects over larger frequency
bandwidths[2].

3
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oQ( 0> )
1-Q(o» = Q(o>o) +(0>-0>0) '--am-- +...= Q(o>o) + (O>-O>o)Qro(O>o)+." (5)

roo

where Qro is referred to as the second order PMD vector. For highly mode coupled fibres the
first and second order PMD are related through:

IQ~I=~ ---
3

2.3 Effect of PMD

The time delay of a signal, at frequency c.o, through an optical fibre system varies between
't(c.o)+Y2Ot(c.o) and 't(c.o)-Y2Ot(c.o) for the fast and slow polarisation axis[3]. This can be written
formally as 't + t.Q .s, where 't represents the mean time delay over the two polarisation
modes.

4
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3. DISTRIBUTED MEASUREMENTS OVERVIEW

In order to measure the distribution of PMD within an optical fibre system it is necessary to
measure either the accumulation of PMD from the origin to each point or measure the
polarisation properties at each point and to calculate the accumulated PMD.

One of the principle techniques for measuring the distribution of properties along an optical
fibre system is Optical Time Domain Reflectometry. This generally gives spatial resolutions
of a few tens of meters with overall system lengths up to 200km. In order to measure
polarisation effects it is necessary to adapt the OmR technique to pomR[4] where the
launch and receive optics are polarisation dependent.

It is possible to adapt the OillR technique to measure the Brillouin scattering (BOillR)
rather than the Rayleigh scattering. This is then sensitive to the polarisation state overlap
between the forward pump pulse and backward signal beam.

For shorter optical systems the optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) and optical
coherence domain reflectometry (OCWR) allow small spatial resolution over shorter system
lengths. These techniques are also inherently polarisation sensitive.

These technique gives insight into the evolution of the polarisation state along the optical
fibre system.

The following techniques have been assessed in detail:

i) Fixed wavelength POillR

This is the simplest adaptation of the noffilal OffiR technique. A polariser is placed on the
output of the OillR to both polarise the launch pulse and to make the receiver polarisation
sensitive. Changes in the returned polarisation state are translated into amplitude changes.
The trace can be analysed in terms of local birefringence and polarisation mode coupling

length.

ii) Tunable wavelength POTDR

A tunable version of fixed wavelength POillR above. This overcomes the problem that PMD
does not depend on the birefringence but on the group birefringence which depends on the
birefringence as a function of optical frequency. It allows for a data analysis technique similar
to the traditional fixed analyser PMD measurement method and measures the accumulation of
the round trip PMD from the origin to each point within the fibre system.

5
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4. FIXED WAVELENGTH POTDR

4.1 Experimental Arrangement

OTDR

ipIC ~p

Figure 2 POTDR, Adaptation of commercial OTDR.

Figure 2 shows the simplest arrangement for a fixed wavelength POmR. A commercial
OmR is adapted by including two polarisation controllers (PC) sandwiching a linear
polariser (LP). The first polarisation controller allows the polarisation of the OmR probe
pulse to be aligned with the linear polariser, for transmission on the outward journey. The
second polarisation controller allows the launch/received polarisation state to be adjusted.

4.2 Theory

The effect on the polarisation state of a signal that passes down the fibre is described
as
-= b(z, oJ) x s (8)
az

where s describes the Stokes vector of the polarisation state of the signal and b(z,ro) is the
local fibre birefringence at position z for optical frequency, roo For a finite element the output
polarisation state, so, is related to the input polarisation state, Sj, through

So = R(z,ro)sj (9)

where R(z,ro) is a rotation Mueller matrix for the element at z and for the optical frequency,
roo A length of fibre is made up of many elements such that for n elements we have, dropping
the frequency dependence,

So = Rn...RJR2RJ Sj (10)

The effect of the backscatter process is the same as a Fresnel reflection and it reverses the
handedness of the circular component of the polarisation state. This process is described by
the matrix M being the diagonal matrix (1,1,-1). The polarisation state of the backscatter
signal received from a point just after n segments is thus given by

So = MRJ TR2TRJT ...RnTMRn...RJR2RJ Sj. (11)

For the simplest case of a length of HiBi fibre then b(z, oJ) is a constant and the polarisation
state of the signal propogation on the Poincare sphere rotates around the birefringence axis as
it travels down the fibre. The distance the signal travels to rotate once around the
birefringence axis is known as the beat length. The POillR signal will be a single periodic

()
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sinewave with amplitude and phase which depend on the launch and received polarisation
states. The beat length will be simply related to the period of this signal. For highly
polarisation mode coupled fibre the situation is more complex as the birefringence axis varies
randomly along the length, these situations have been assessed using Monte Carlo
simulations[5].

4.3 Measurements

A loose wound MC fibre was measured as shown in Figure 3. This was measured with
POffiRI using a nominal 20 ns pulse width, this gave a effective pulse width of 125 ns see
Appendix A. The launch and received polarisation states are aligned by virtue of passing
through the same linear polariser. A I.5kIn lead in fibre was connected before the linear
polariser and then the fibre under test. The POffiR section of the trace shows a peak to peak
amplitude of approximately only 4 dB which suggests the trace is not fully resolved. Figure 7
shows a trace from the tunable POffiR of Section 5. This was measured with an effective
pulse width of 40 ns and with a receive polarisation state which was orthogonal to the launch
polarisation state, this has given a peak to peak amplitude between 7 and 9 dB better
re~g the polarisation Ji!~l. --

~
1
-rn

Figure 3 POillR trace of 12.73 km MC fibre.

4.4 Data Processing

The measured polarisation signal was analysed using both cycle counting and Fourier
analysis.

4.4 Cycle Counting

Following the analysis suggested by Corsi et al[5]. Each section of the fibre was analysed by
counting the number of mean level crossings, Nm, and the number of extrema, Ne. The number
of extrema was found to be significantly affected by noise on the OillR trace and so the
POillR signal was smoothed by filtering the signal to an upper frequency with a period of As.

7
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The factor F = Ne / Nm is calculated and thence the beat length, LB, is given by :

for F~1.3, then LB -4*L / Ne
for F> 1.3, then LB -3.25*L / Nm

where L is the length of the fibre section.

(12)
(13)

From F and the graph in Figure 4 of reference [5], a value for LR/LB can be obtained where LR
is the rotation length, the length after which the birefringent axis has Totated. From this the
coupling length Lc is given by:

LRLc =-
~ .(14) xL lncos R

LB

Which leads to an average PMD given by:
L 2

I~'t(Z)2 =-£. A 2z-2.
eTC+ -1

2 LB C I L Lc

where z is the fibre length, A the POillR wavelength and assuming that the birefringence is a
linear function of the optical frequency, giving a non dispersive group delay. In the long
length regime this simplifies to

d't(Z) 2 =
zLc

A.

LBc

pomRl
20
125

Parameter i!r"'"P 0 TD R2

10
42

Nominal pulse width (ns)
Effective pulse width (ns)

20
125

20
125

Fibre Section A B c A

Start Position (m)
Stop Position (m)

500
4708

4460
8668

8420
12628

500
4708

Nm
Ne

118
353

136
310

143
292

156
366

F 3.0 2.3 2.1 2.35

LB (m) 116 101 96 88

LR/LB 0.13 0.22 0.26 0.21

Lc(m) 176 85 66 78

km-Y2) 19 15 14 17
Table 1 Results on loose wound MC fibre.

Table 1 shows the data obtained using POTDR1 and POffiR2 for the loose wound MC fibre
and a smoothing filter with a period of 14 m. This fibre has a total PMD of 100 fs and thus an
average PMD coefficient of 28 fs.km -y2 measured using the NPL Poincare sphere bulk PMD

8
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measurement system. The fibre appears to show a beat length variation of 10% and a coupling
length variation of more than 50%. This large variation in coupling length seems unlikely to
be a real effect and is probably an artefact of the data analysis technique.

The beat length calculated from POTDRI and POTDR2 are in moderate agreement given the
variation of optical wavelength likely between the two POTDRs.

I Parameter l~omR3 (EffectivCPU1s~idth 40 DB)
ASection B c D E F

384
4589

Position (m)
Position (m)

4589
8795

8795
13000

13000
17205

17205
21411

21411
25616

Nm
Ne

867
1121

821
1016

751
980

782
992

791
994

846
1078

F 1.29 1.24 1.3 1.27 1.26 1.27

LB (m) 15.0 16.6 17.2 17.0 16.9 15.6

LR/LB 5.9 12.0 4.7 8.3 9.5 8.3

299Lc(m) 32 32 1 3200

PMD

(fs.km-Y2)
74 328 53 54 10 59

Table 2 Results on dispersion shifted fibre from POmR3.

Table 2 shows the results of measurements taken using the tunable POillR (POillR3)
described in Section 5 at 1550 nm on a 26km length ofDS fibre. The length was formed from
two 13 km lengths where the outside ends of the reel were joined. The fibre has a total PMD
of 570 :t 52 fs giving an average PMD coefficient of 112 :t 11 fs.km-Y7. Again the beat length
varies by only 6% while the coupling length varies by several orders of magnitude. The
variation in the calculated coupling length is more likely due to the highly non-linear form of
equation 14, and is unlikely to be a real physical effect. The variation in PMD coefficient is
dominated by the variation of calculated coupling length. It can be seen that the beat length
varies from short to long and back to short, this is consistent with the two reels of fibre beingjoined 

at the outside ends of the reel and the beat length being longer where the fibre is
wound over a larger radius.

4.4.2 Fourier Analysis

The POillR signal is first nonnalized. For POillR where the launch and received
polarisation states are aligned the local average signal is equal to 2/3 of the peak signal. The
local average is found by least squares fitting the logarithm of the trace to a straight line, this
will eliminate the effect of the nonnal attenuation. The linear POillR trace is then
nonnalized to lie between -1 and +1 with an average of 1/3 using this result. For POillR
where the launch and receive states are orthogonal the local average signal is equal to 1/3 and

9
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the normalized trace will lie between -1 and +1 with an average of-I/3. This normalized
linear trace is Fourier transformed to obtain the power spectral density.

From the power spectral density the second moment is calculated using

ju2 P(U)~
<U2>=>O

~

JP('U)du
>0

Following the analysis of Corsi et al [6], the beat length LB has been shown to be

LB=fx~~ (io)
where ng is the group index of the fibre, usually taken as 1.46 and -V<u> is the second moment
Qfthe power spectral ~tv .

1

0.8

>.-
om=u
Q

""§
u
8-

V)
...
u
~
0
~

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0 20 40 60 80 100

way spatial frequency (l/krn)

Figure 4 Power spectral density of Section A of the loose wound MC fibre, POffiRI

~

Parameter
Fibre Section

~

B c

500
4708

Start Position (m)
Stop Position (m)

4460
8668

8420
12628

500
4708

1.74--/<'\)2> (MHz) 1.87 2.00 2.41

~

107 100 83

10
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Table 3 Results on loose wound MC fibre.

Table 3 shows the results of Fourier analysis on the loose wound MC fibre using POillRs 1
and 2. The~eat len2:ths are ~thin 5% or about 2IJl of those calc~d usinQ cycle countinQ.

>--
om

5
0
~...-
u
Q)
Q,

r/)

t
~
0~

0.5

j i

0
0 50 100 150 200 250

way spatial frequency (l/krn)

Figure 5 Power spectral density of Section A of the DS fibre, POillR3.

POTDR3
iA

Parameter
Section B c D E F

384
4589

Start (m)
Stop (m)

4589
8795

8795
13000

13000
17205

17205
21411

21411
25616

v<u2> (MHz) 10.4 9.8 9.3 9.6 9.6 10.2

LA 19.2 20.4 21.5 20.9 20.9 19.7
Table 4 Results on 26 kIn of DS fibre.

Table 4 shows the results of Fourier analysis on the dispersion shifted fibre using the tunable
POillR3 of Section 5. These beat lengths are within 5m of those calculated using cycle
counting. The beat length calculated using Fourier analysis tend to be longer than those by
cycle counting this may be due the limited resolution of the POillR weighting lower
frequencies in the power spectrum.

4.5 Summary

The POmR technique is readily perfonned with an adapted commercial OmR. The highest
effective resolution is required and may be considerably worse than that suggested by the
pulse width alone, see Appendix A.

1
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The technique allows the measurement of beat length with a reasonable repeatability however
no independent means of verify the actual beat length were available for comparison. The
analysis of the POillR trace to determine the coupling length appeared to be flawed giving
coupling lengths which varied wildly. In order to calculate the local PMD coefficient the
coupling length is required and also an assumption about the wavelength dependence of the
beat length is required. The technique is unlikely to give a high accuracy PMD measurement
however an indication of wether the PMD is high or low can be obtained from the local beat
length. The maximum measurable PMD is limited by the resolution of the POTDR.

12
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5. TUNABLE WAVELENGTH POTDR

5.1 Experimental Arrangement

In the absence of a commercial tunable OillR, an experimental tunable POillR was
constructed as shown in Figure 6. A number of polarisation controllers have been omitted
from the diagram for clarity.

Filter

loc

I Bias

l OG
Bias Polarising

Beam Splitter~-
+

Tunable
Laser ,- ~:> ~ I

Fibre Under Test

20ns pulse

20ns~

Trigger Signal
100MHz
PINFET

Oscilloscope I

Pulse Generator
and
Timing Control

Figure 6 Tunable POTDR.

5.2 Measurement of 26 km of DS Fibre

The fibre under test was 26 kIn of dispersion shifted fibre. An assessment was made to
identify the pulse width and detector bandwidth requirements. These resulted in the use of a
30 ns optical launch pulse with the oscilloscope sampling at 20 ns with a restricted 30 MHz
bandwidth. This gave an effective resolution of 40 ns more than enough to fully resolve the
structure within the POillR trace in this instance. A launch peak power of I to 5 W was
achieved, above this level non-linear effects began to alter the trace.

POffiR traces were recorded for 24 wavelengths between 1530 nm and 1566 nm. Each trace
required the re-adjustment of the polarisation controllers, modulator DC bias and optical
filter. 3000 traces were averaged in 2Y2 minutes. The POffiR trace recorded at a wavelength
of 1550 nm is shown in Figure 7.

13
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Distance (km)

Figure 7 POTDR Trace of26 kIn ofDSF at 1550 DIn.

5.3 Data Analysis

The POTDR traces as a function of wavelength allow for a data analysis technique which is
based on the fixed analyser PMD measurement method[7]. The traces are not analysed
individually at fixed wavelengths as a function of distance but collectively at fixed distances
as a function of wavelength.

The analysis of the set of24 POmR traces at wavelengths between 1530 and 1566 nm began
with a norrnalisation to remove the effect of the fibre attenuation. The linear traces were scan
with a rolling window of -800m to find the local signal maximum and minimum. The trace
was then norrnalised using these local values to obtain a POillR signal which varied between
1 and -1. At each distance in the fibre system the POmR signal as a function of wavelength
was extracted. The data for 24 kIn is shown in Figure 8.

14
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Figure 8
-

Equivalent fixed analyser scan at 24 kIn.

This data was then rescaled to give POillR signal as a function of optical frequency, with
equal steps in optical frequency being provided by cubic spline interpolation. The Fourier
transform of this POillR signal versus optical frequency gives a probability density of the
DGD[8]. For the highly mode coupled DS fibre this was analysed by fitting a Gaussian
function the 2nd moment of which is the accumulated two way PMD of the fibre system from
the POillR to the distance analysed. Figure 9 shows the Fourier transform of the POillR
signal versus optical frequency and the fitted Gaussian function for data at a distance of
24 km from the POTDR.

1.5

cn

,'~':":":":,.,- -1
0

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Time (f8)

Solid line shows measured data, dashed line is titted Gaussian, at 24 km.Figure 9

In order to improve the noise the PMD was averaged over a 200 m window. The one way

15
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PMD was calculated from the two way PMD assuming the constant factor of "3/8 as
described in Appendix B. Figure 10 shows the measured accumulation of PMD along the
26 kIn DS fibre. The solid line indicates the expected accumulation based on the average
measured two way PMD of the whole length of 570 ::t 52 fs.

700

600

500
"Ui'
~
0
~ 400
n.

300
~
u
u
« 200

100

0

0 5 10 15

Distance (km)

20 25 30

Figure 10 Accumulation ofPMD in 26 kIn ofDS fibre.

5.4 Summary

The tunable wavelength POillR is more complex than the fIXed wavelength version however
this allows for a better data analysis technique in the form of the well proven fixed analyser
PMD measurement method. The use of different wavelengths allows us to measure group
delay effects such as PMD without assumptions about dispersion characteristics.

The PMD accuracy is limited in the short length regime to the resolution of the technique
which is limited by the wavelength scan range to approximately 100 fs. The PMD accuracy in
the long length regime is limited by the PMD statistics.

The maximum measurable accumulated PMD is limited by the wavelength step, a wavelength
step of 0.1 nm will limit the maximum PMD to lOps. Also at the distance where the
measurement is taken the POillR trace must be fully resolved and this limits the maximum
PMD coefficient at this distance.

16
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APPENDIX A PULSE WIDTH REQUIREMENTS FOR POTDR

Using the experimental arrangement of Figure 2 the loose wound MC fibre was measured. In
order to identify the required POillR resolution traces were recorded for the various nominal
pulse widths. The centre 8192m of each traces was normalised to remove the fibre attenuation
and converted to a linear regime with zero average before being Fourier transformed to
determine the Spectral power of the oscillatory components within the POillR trace, see
Figure A-2 & A-I.

~
0 20 80 10040 60

1 way Spatial Frequency (1/km)

Figure A-I Oscillatory components in the trace from POTDRI
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1.2

1

0.8

a.

..
GI
~
0

jij 0.6..-
U
GI
D-

C/)

0.4

0.2

0

0 20 40 60 80

1 way Spatial Frequency (1/km)

100 120

Figure A-2 Oscillatory components in the trace from POillR2.

It would appear that the nominal 20ns pulse width of POillRI may not be short enough to
fully resolve the POillR trace while the nominal 30 ns pulse width of POillR2 seems
sufficient. To confIrm the effective pulse width for each nominal pulse a 4% reflection was
measured using the OillR. The reflection traces were cropped to give the reflection in the
centre of an 8192m section of zero signal and then Fourier transformed. The spectral power
of the components within the reflection is shown in Figures A-3 & A-4.

This suggests an effective pulse widths of the launch pulse / receiver combination given in
Tables Al & A2 for the two OTDRs.

I 

Nominal Pulse Width (n§)

I 

Effective 1 Way Resolution (m) Igffective Pulse Width (ns)

1202

i 22

58
112
442

125
215
560
1100
4300

1

00 500

1000
4000

Table Al Effective pulse width for OffiRI.

Nominal Pulse Width (ns) I Effective) Way Resolution (m) I Effective Pulse Width (ns)

10 4.3

140

42
65
250

900

1400

~

0
100
275
1000

Table A2 Effective pulse width for OillR2.
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1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
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0 50 100 150

1 way Spatial Frequency (1/km)

200

Figure A-3
---

Oscillatory components in the trace of a 4% reflection, OillRI.

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0 50 100 150 200 250

1 way Spatial Frequency (1/km)

300 350 400

--

Figure A-4 Oscillatory components in the trace of a 4% reflection, OffiR2.

The loose wound MC fibre has a known PMD of28 fs.km-Y2,

19
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APPENDIX B BI-DIRECTIONAL PMD

The measurements of PMD made using distributed techniques have involved the light taking
a round trip through the fibre under test. Thus we are measuring the PMD of a round trip
through the fibre system from the start to the scattering point and back to the start. The
statistical theory ofPMD reveals that the RMS average PMD of a round trip will be ";(8/3) of
the RMS average PMD for the single direction[5]. Now

as aR -1
-=.Qxs=-R s ffi_l)

.Q=

dO> dO> ,~ A.J

where R is the forward rotation matrix of the fibre system and s the output state of
polarisation. The PMD is described by the 3 element vector,

/ "

,Q\

,Q2

"Q3/

where for a highly polarisation mode couple fibre ,QI, ,Q2, & ,Q3 are independent random
variables with zero mean and a gaussian distribution with RMS width a.. The DGD, M, in the
single direction is the magnitude of,Q

M = 1.0.1 = ~,Q~ +,Q~ + ,Qi (B-3)

which has an RMS average value of-.J3a..

QB = MR (B-6)

In the bi-directional round trip

~ -r\ -~ R -I (B-4)-~~BXS- B S
am am

where RB is the bi-directional rotation matrix of the system. Now

RB =MRTMR (B-5)
where M = diag (1,1,-1). Substituting for RB into equation B-4, the PMD of the round trip can

be shown[5] to be described by
"2.QI '\

2.Q2

0
" -'

The elements .QI &.Q2 double up due to the double pass however the element.Q3 goes to zero
as the forward and backward passes cancel. .Q3 represents the circular birefringence and as the
handedness of the light changes sign upon reflection or linear scattering the forward and
backward passes cancel. Thus the RMS average DGD of the bi-directional round trip has a
value of -v8a. For a highly mode coupled fibre the ratio of the one way PMD d't to the bi-
directional two way PMD d'tB is given by

d't -= II (B- 7)

d'tB Vs

It can also be shown that the statistical probability distribution of the one way DGD, O't, is
given by a Maxwellian distribution

fix 0't2 ~
P(O't) = -\~-U)

7t a-

while the statistical probability distribution of the bi-directional round trip DGD, O'tB, is given
by a Rayleigh distribution

-e 2a2
l
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~- ~P(frrB) = ~e -si1:i. -'"

4a
To test the theory, the PMD of 26 km of dispersion shifted fibre was measured both one-way
and round trip using the NPL Poincare sphere PMD measurement system. The fibre was
measured at four different temperatures between 21°C and 43°C, to give more statistically
independent measurements, using a wavelength scan from 1490 nm to 1620 nm in 1 nm
steps.

(B-9)
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Figure B-1 Measurement setup for one-way measurement.
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Figure B-2
~ PMD Measurement setup for round-trip measurement.

The measured data was analysed by calculating the principle state of polarisation (PSP) and
the rate of rotation of the polarisation state around the PSP to obtain the differential group
delay. The PMD was then calculated as the RMS DGD. The distribution of DGD
measurements was compared using the Chi squared test against the two distribution described
in equations B-8 and B-9.

The one-way PMD was calculated as 570:t 52 fs and the Chi squared test revealed a 99.9%
probability that the data carne from a Maxwellian distribution but only a 32.2% probability
that the data carne from a Rayleigh distribution.
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